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1. Introduction

English, among other languages, permits fronted coordinated wh-phrases, which we call wh&wh
constructions, as illustrated in (1) (Edward (1995) et seq.) These wh&wh constructions can involve the
coordination of either two adjuncts (1a) or an argument and an adjunct (1b-1c). wh&wh constructions
in this sense should be distinguished from examples where coordinated wh-nominals form a single
argument (in 2a, the direct object). Here we also set aside examples in which there is a prosodic break
after one or both of the wh-phrases (2b)

(1) a. Where and when did John eat?
b. When and what did John eat?
c. What and when did John eat?

(2) a. Which appetizer and which entree did John eat?
b. What ip and when ip did John eat?

A distinguishing characteristic of wh&wh constructions is that the two conjuncts of the coordinate
structure have distinct configurational requirements, such that the featural requirements of at least one
wh-phrase in the coordinate structure cannot be satisfied at initial merge position. In (1b), the direct
object what must occur as a sister to V, while the adjunct where must occur somewhere in the TP-
domain to yield the appropriate temporal interpretation. Compare (2a), in which the two conjuncts of the
coordinate structure are both interpreted as a direct object; examples of this kind we regard as relatively
unproblematic argument coordination and do not consider further here.

Prior analyses of English wh&wh constructions involve multiple clauses1, in one of several different
ways. Elliptical analyses posit two underlying clauses, such that one or the other wh-phrases is the
remnant of a Sluice clause2 (3) (Giannakidou & Merchant, 1998). Multiple Dominance analyses posit
two clauses, of which one or more constituents is multiple dominated between the clauses (4; multiply
dominated constituents in<square brackets> (Gračanin Yuksek, 2017; Citko & Gračanin-Yuksek, 2013;
Citko, 2013)). Asymmetric wh-movement analyses posit two clauses, of which the left is a “defective
clause comprised of a CP with a high base generated wh-phrase” (Larson, 2012a).

(3) a. What and when did John eat?
b. [CP What1 did John eat t1] and [CP when2 did John eat t2]?
c. [CP What1 and [CP when2 did John eat t2] did John eat t1]?

∗ David Potter, Morehead State University, davidkpotter@gmail.com. Michael Frazier, Universität Leipzig,
frazier@uni-leipzig.de
1 Analyses of these constructions across languages have have also involved single clauses (Gribanova, 2009). We
discuss the cross-linguistic situation very briefly in appendix A.
2 We would not be surprised to learn that some derivation along the lines of (3b) or (3c) were associated with
examples in which the wh-phrases were followed by an intonational break, e.g. (2b); however, a derivation like (3b)
may violate some versions of the Backwards Anaphora Constraint, and one like (3c) would require coordination of
a DP and a CP (2), which is normally degraded in non-complement positions.

i. I learned his name and that he would be a successful candidate.

ii. ?? His name and that he would be a successful candidate surprised me.
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ed. Rachel Soo et al., 355-365. Somerville, MA: Cascadilla Proceedings Project.



(4) What1 <did> <John> <eat> t1 and when2 <did> <John> <eat> t2?

(5) [CP [CP What1][&P and [CP when2 did John eat e1 t2]]]?

We propose that English wh&wh constructions are are mono-clausal structures, i.e. they do not
contain concealed multi-clausal structure, in contrast to previous multi-clausal analyses. As is well-
known, English is not a multiple wh-fronting language (6a), and so such examples cannot simply be
derived from multiple wh-fronting (6b). Instead, we propose the analysis schematically illustrated in (7).
In this analysis, both wh-phrases are merged into a single coordinate structure in a workspace separate
from that of the clausal spine, like a complex specifiers generally are, and that this coordinated structure
is subsequently moved to the left periphery, stepping through whatever positions are necessary to license
both conjuncts. The syntactic features of the coordinands are inherited by the &P in an ordered fashion,
first-in-first-out. This feature-ordering, plus independent constraints on movement, accounts for the
distributional constraints on wh&wh constructions. This proposal entails that the syntax can temporarily
construct and then tolerate a multiply-labeled constituent, provided all the labels are syntactic features
that are satisfied (checked/valued) before the end of the derivation, in the order in which they were
merged. This proposal for the syntax of wh&wh constructions thus amounts to an attempt to combine
the insights of Stabler, Georgi & Müller, etc with the recent Chomskyan labeling framework. While no
analysis to our knowledge totally captures all the properties of these wh&wh constructions, in section
(3.3) we demonstrate that our mono-clausal, conjoin-and-move proposal makes significant progress
towards doing so.

(6) a. * What when did John eat?
b. What1 and when2 did John eat t1 t2?

(7) [What and when]1 did t1 John eat t1?

2. Constraints on English wh&wh

English wh&wh constructions are subject to a number of apparently idiosyncratic constraints: not
all possible combinations of wh1 and wh2 are acceptable. Additionally, the base-positions/interpretation-
positions of the wh-elements are constrained. These constraints vary with the argument-vs-adjunct status
of the wh-elements, and with the argument structure of the verb. In this section, we review these
constraints in light of prior analyses; then, in section (3.3), we show how our analysis derives these
constraints from a few simple assumptions about coordination plus well-attested constraints on phrase-
structure and movement.

Let us first consider argument and adjunct wh coordinand ordering asymmetries. In English wh&wh
constructions, both wh-phrases may be adjuncts (8), but at most one may be an argument3 (9 vs
10)(Gračanin Yuksek, 2017; Citko & Gračanin-Yuksek, 2013). When the two conjuncts of a wh&wh
construction are an adjunct and an argument, their ordering possibilities depend upon the argument-
structure of the verb (Whitman, 2002). Optionally transitive verbs permit either order, as in (9),
while obligatorily transitive verbs, as in (11), require Adjunct-Argument order. Although it has been
claimed that examples such as (11a) are unacceptable, Lewis et al. (2012) provide experimental evidence
demonstrate that such examples are acceptable in English. See also Larson (2012a, 2013a,b).

(8) When and where did John fix the car?

(9) a. When and what did John eat?
b. What and when did John eat?

(10) * What and to which students did James give?

3 English differs here from other languages, including Russian, Polish, or Croatian, among others; see Citko &
Gračanin-Yuksek (2013) for discussion.
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(11) a. When and what did John fix?
b. * What and when did John fix?
c. ? Where and what did Mary devour?
d. * What and where did Mary devour?

As observed by Larson (2013a), the Sluicing and Multiple dominance analyses do not predict the
pattern in (11), because both clauses are basically structurally the same. Sluicing analyses incorrectly
predict both word Argument-Adjunct and Adjunct-Argument orders to be possible.

(12) [CP What1 did John fix t1] and [CP when2 did John fix t2]?

(13) [CP When1 did John fix t1] and [CP what2 did John fix t2]?

Citko & Gračanin-Yuksek (2013) claim that their MD analysis predicts that both Adjunct-Argument
orders should be impossible, reasoning that the requirements of the verb are not satisfied in both
conjuncts, c.f. (15) ((11b) is bad because (15) is bad, is basically the claim here.). But the comparison
between (14) and (15) is spurious: in (14), only one instance of fix is present in the syntactic structure,
and its requirements are satisfied by what. Thus not only does their analysis predict wh&wh constructions
with obligatorily transitive verbs to be possible, both orders should be as well, contrary to fact.

(14) When1 <did> <John> <fix> t1 and what2 <did> <John> <fix> t2?

(15) When1 did John fix t1 and what2 did John fix t2?

Next observe that subject-wh-phrases are always prohibited in wh&wh constructions (16), even
when the verb is intransitive (16a-16b) or optionally transitive (16c-16d).

(16) a. * When and who left?
b. * Who and when left?
c. * When and who ate?
d. * Who and when ate?

Sluicing analyses incorrectly predict (18) to be as acceptable as (17):

(17) Who left and when? (=Who left and when did they leave?) 4

(18) [CP When1 did they leave t1] and [CP who2 t2 left]? 5

MD analyses incorrectly predict subject wh-phrases to be as acceptable as wh-objects of obligate
transitives, as discussed above, because who2 both c-commands the trace of the subject and satisfies the
requirements of left :

(19) When1 <left> t1 and who2 t2 <left>?

Asymmetric movement analyses likewise predict the a subject wh-phrase to be possible as the
rightmost conjunct, given that the right conjunct is almost entirely ordinary under these approaches:

(20) [CP [CP When1][&P and [CP who2 t2 left e1]]]?

Furthermore, as Larson (2012a) observes, both wh-dependencies must be interpreted in the same
clause. That is, examples like those in (21) lack an interpretation in which when modifies that matrix
clause and where modifies the embedded clause, or vice-versa, as in (22).

4 An example of clear Sluicing.
5 This example fully pronounced is not perfect, but relevantly much better than 18a.
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(21) a. Where and when did James say (that) Mary vacationed?
b. When and where did James say (that) Mary vacationed?

(22) a. * Wherei and whenj did James ti say (that) Mary vacationed tj ?
b. * Wheni and wherej did James ti say (that) Mary vacationed tj ?

This pattern is also not predicted by the Ellipsis, MD, or Asymmetric movement analyses: because
each wh movement that occurs in the MD analyses and the ellipsis analyses is independent, each is
incorrectly predicted to be able to originate within a distinct clause:

(23) Where1 <did> <James> <say> <that> <Mary> <vacationed> t1
and when2 <did> t2 <James> <say> <that> <Mary> <vacationed>? 6

(24) Where1 did James say (that) Mary vacationed t1
and when2 did t2 James say (that) Mary vacationed?

Whereas under asymmetric movement analyses, the left wh-phrase simply binds a variable; there is
no reason why it couldn’t bind one in the same clause as the trace of the other wh-phrase.

(25) [CP [CP Where1][&P and [CP when2 did Alex say t2 Mary vacationed e1]]]?

Likewise, both wh-phrases are sensitive to islands, as Larson (2012a) notes.

(26) a. * I don’t know when or who(m) James met the student who called.
b. * I don’t know who(m) or when James met the student who called.

The asymmetric movement analysis of Larson (2012a), however, incorrectly predicts that the left
wh-phrase, which is on that account base-generated in, rather than moved to, its CP-specifier, should
be island-insensitive. Thus (27) is predicted to be acceptable under the indicated island-violating
interpretation, again contrary to fact:

(27) [CP [CP When1][&P and [CP what2 did Alex tell t2 the student who arrived e1]]]?

Likewise, the Sluicing analyses predict that the wh-phrase associated with the Sluice clause should
be island insensitive, given the island insensitivity of Sluicing (Ross, 1969).

(28) [CP When1 did Alex tell the student who arrived t1]
and [CP what2 did Alex tell t2 the student who arrived]?

(29) Alex told the student who arrived sometime yesterday, but I don’t know when.

Finally, wh&wh constructions appear never to be able to remain in-situ:7

(30) a. Who ate which fruits and which vegetables?
b. Who called before which baseball game and after which hockey game?

(31) a. *Who said what and when to Mary?
b. *Who said when and what to Mary?

Sluicing analyses correctly predict these to be impossible, as neither of the embedded wh-phrases is
in SpecCP. Multidominant accounts, however, can linearize such structures, since all shared, un-moved
material appears rightmost (Citko & Gračanin-Yuksek, 2013).

6 For MD analyses, an account in terms of Superiority might, however, be viable here.
7 Thanks to an anonymous reviewer for drawing these configurations to our attention.
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(32) <Who> <said> what <to> <Mary> and <Who> <said> when <to> <Mary>?

3. Current Analysis: Workspaces and Feature Ordering

To again summarize the core points of our analysis proposal before going into it in detail: English
wh&wh constructions are minimally mono-clausal structures, in which both wh-phrases are merged
into a single coordinate structure in a syntactic workspace separate from the clausal spine. They are
subsequently moved together as a constituent through each position necessary to license each conjunct,
up to the left periphery where they license their shared Q feature.

(33) [What and when]1 did t1 John eat t1?

This analysis requires two crucial ingredients to work: feature-based labeling of syntactic con-
stituents, and ordered syntactic features driving the structure-building operations of the derivation. We
overview these in turn the in following subsections.

3.1. Labeling

We adopt a broad version of the proposal in Chomsky (2013) and Chomsky (2015) that the labeling
of syntactic constituents proceeds either via inheritance of the category feature of the head, or via feature-
sharing, modified to account for the peculiar properties of coordinate phrases.

In particular, we propose that the head of the coordinate structure & bears no (syntactically relevant)
features of its own. Instead, it assumes the features of its complement (=right conjunct) (34) but also,
subsequently, those of its specifier (=left conjunct) (35)

(34) [X:β]

& [X:β]

(35) < [X:β],[X:α] >

[X:α] [X:β]

& [X:β]

Such a representation (a constituent bearing a list of labels) should not generally be acceptable
at the interfaces; we propose that the grammar tolerates this state of affairs temporarily, provided that
all the features composing the complex label can be checked/valued/otherwise rendered inactive before
spellout — thereby using the derivationally composed feature complex of the &P very much like MG-
style ordered derivation features.

3.2. Ordered feature structures

On our proposal the &P, having no syntactic features from its head, inherits the features of its
complement–but importantly also those of its specifier. Crucially, these features are ordered, with certain
features needing to be valued earlier in the derivation than others8 In (at least) coordination, we propose
that the features of the complement (= right conjunct) are ordered before those of the specifier (= left
conjunct).9

Provided the wh&wh construction is constructed like any other complex specifier, in a separate
workspace parallel to the clausal spine, it can then merge into the core derivation as many times
as necessary to license its complete, ordered feature specification, checking off the features of its

8 For proposals that derivations are structured largely due to the ordering of syntactic features driving merge and
move, see proposals such as (Stabler, 2011; Georgi & Müller, 2010), inter alia. Our proposal can be thought of as
an attempt to explore how these ideas and the (deeply different) Chomsky (2013, 2015) labeling framework can be
made to cooperate.
9 Thus the syntactic features inherited by the &P from its arguments may be thought of as a queue structure, with
those inherited first ordered first. This is different from the proposals of e.g. Georgi and Müller, who treat ordered
syntactic features as a stack.
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complement and specifier in their order. It is this ordering of syntactic features (and consequently
derivationally required positions) that accounts for the ordering constraints on the two wh-elements

An adverb-argument wh-conjunction ordering, as in (1b) and (11a), will yield a coordinate structure
including ordered category features (36) and the ordered case features (37) or (38) depending on whether
one assumes such adverbs receive inherent oblique case or are unvalued for case.

(36) <CAT:D,CAT:Adv>

(37) <CASE: , CASE:OBL>

(38) <CASE: ,CASE:∅>

The reverse, argument-adverb ordering coordinate structure, as in (1c) and (11b), will contain the
ordered category features (39) and the ordered case features (40) or (41).

(39) <CAT:Adv,CAT:D>

(40) <CASE:OBL,CASE: >

(41) <CASE:∅,CASE: >

It follows from these assumptions that if the multiple wh-words in a wh&wh construction combine
with one another before merging with the clausal spine, the coordinate structure can (and must if the
derivation is to converge) then step through all the positions necessary to license their unvalued features
and/or allow them to receive a licit label, subject to independently motivated syntactic constraints.
Finally, upon arriving in SpecCP, the coordinate structure can receive a licit label by sharing its Q feature
with C. 10

3.3. Accounting for the constraints

This analysis accounts naturally for a number of properties left unexplained by previous analyses.
The contrast between obligatorily and optionally transitive verbs follows from the feature checking
requirements of these verbs types and the feature structures of coordinate structures on a Conjoin-and-
Move approach. Assume that obligatorily transitive verbs have a D feature that must be checked by the
direct object, while optionally transitive verbs have no such feature, building on the notion of tolerated
failed agreement proposed in Preminger (2014). (This assumption captures the intuition that the internal
argument of optionally transitive verbs is indeed optional.) Then, as noted above, the feature geometry
of a coordinate phrase reflects the ordered projection of the features of each conjunct, with the features
of the right conjunct ordered before those of the right conjunct, as in (42).

(42) < [X:β],[X:α] >

[X:α] [X:β]

& [X:β]

The feature set associated with an adverb-argument ordering will satisfy both the requirements
of obligatorily and optionally transitive verbs, with the category feature D ordered first, and therefore
accessible for checking relationships (43).

10 This does raise a question: since both wh-phrases presumably have a Q feature, why can’t they just converge to QP
in their base position? Such a derivation would crash due to the unsatisfied features that, on our account, compose
the label-list, but this would rule wh&wh-constructions out entirely, contrary to fact. We tentatively suggest that,
as in Georgi & Müller, there can be separate stacks/queues of features, some of which are relevant for labeling a
particular Merge output and some not, but this is a deep question which we must wait to explore in future research.
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(43) VP

V < [Cat:D],[Cat:Adv] >

An argument-adverb wh-coordinate structure would not satisfy the requirements of obligatorily
transitive verbs; the only accessible category feature, Adv, would not satisfy the requires of these verbs.
As for Case assignment, optionally transitive verbs, with no such D requirement, will remain unaffected.
Case can still be assigned to the argument in such cases as well, given that the case features of the adverb,
being either inherently satisfied or null, do not intervene for case valuation to the subsequent feature.

To account for the greater but still incomplete ordering freedom of adjunct-adjunct pairs, we assume
that adjuncts, at least wh-adjuncts like when and why, are subject to some licensing condition11 apart
from their Q-feature (i.e. a condition that obtains at a lower position)12

On Cartographic approaches (Cinque & Rizzi, 2010; Rizzi, 1997), this follows from their having
been selected by functional heads. On a non-Cartographic approach, it is less clear what the licensing
condition on adjuncts would be, apart from the need to take scope at a position consistent with their
semantics. In more richly case-marked languages, the case-marking on adjuncts is commonly taken to
reflect Inherent Case (Chomsky (1993) et seq.); since Inherent Case can be structurally restricted (e.g.
Woolford (1997)), an account in these terms could perhaps be developed for examples of this kind.
For our purposes, what matters is merely that the structural distribution of wh-adjuncts is constrained,
and that this constraint, whatever its ultimate source, can be encoded using the familiar mechanism of
syntactic features. where and when can plausibly both be licensed at a range of positions in the Mittelfeld
(cf. Ritter & Wiltschko (2014)) 13 If they are both licensed in the TP domain, either order can satisfy
both requirements within that domain. With how, the situation is more complex: outside of wh&wh
constructions, why merges in the CP domain, and how, under a manner interpretation, merges in the vP
domain (Stepanov & Tsai, 2008), directly yielding the contrast in (44).14,15

(44) a. Why and how (= in what manner) did John fix the car?
b. How (= by what means and why did John fix the car?

While one of the wh-phrases may be an argument, neither may be a subject, (45).16,17

(45) a. * When and who called?
b. When and who did Jane call?

11 Almost certainly a requirement of the adjunct, not of its licensor: the generalization that nothing needs an adjunct,
but adjuncts can need to be in particular places, is close to truistic.
12 They can thus not be merged totally freely or in an entirely separate plane, contra Hornstein (2009); Oseki (2015),
though for non-wh-adjuncts such an approach may be viable.
13 For here, cf. constructions like ’we have here a beautiful example’.
14 Following Tsai (2008), the relative ordering of how and why should actually impact the available readings in
ways quite a bit more baroque than this; but the judgments here are subtle and we’re still looking into how well they
conform to this cartography.
15 One might wonder why ”*how and how” is impossible, if ”how” can have two base positions. A PF solution
seems initially promising (perhaps it is simply impossible to linearize two instances of how that close together), but
this is probably ruled out by the acceptability of the following, given a time-traveler scenario: ”when and when did
he go?”, where one ”when” refers to the source and the other to the destination – thanks to Deniis Storeshenko for
this troublesome example.
16 Note that the other order, ’who and when’, would need ’when’ to start too low.
17 If subjects in wh-questions don’t in fact move, this could conflict with the requirements of the other conjunct to
move, potentially – though subject-wh expressions not moving creates its own problems for this account, naturally.
Thankt to Brian Agbayani for this suggestion.
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Under our Conjoin-and-move analysis, these derivations are excluded as they would require that
the wh-coordinate structure moves into the SpecTP position, to satisfy the EPP,18 from an adjunct
position, where the requirements of the adjunct wh-phrase were satisfied. Assuming a general ban
against movement into argument positions from adjunct positions in at least English-like languages
(languages with Austronesian-style voice systems, for instance, may allow A-movement of this type),
such derivations are ruled out.

And, in English, while one wh-phrase may be an argument, both cannot be arguments, e.g. objects
in a dative or double object construction, (46).

(46) a. * What and to whom did Jane give?
b. * Which student and which award did Jane give?

In our analysis, such examples would require the coordinated wh-phrases to move from one
argument position to another, which is generally impossible within a clause. An antilocality constraint
of one kind or another is another plausible mechanism for ruling out argument-to-argument movement
within a single clause. Such a constraint can plausibly be derived within a labeling-based framework
if movement that does not change any labels is impossible because it is invisible to the syntax
(i.e. a constraint of the form *[α . . .] → [α . . .], analogous to the old prohibition on string-vacuous
transformations). Such a ‘nondistinctness of labels’ requirement nicely predicts the behavior of
coordinated wh-arguments more generally: in examples like (47), an interpretation like (47b) is available,
but one like (47c) is not:

(47) a. Which endowment and which charity did Mary give?
b. Mary gave a charity and an endowment; which ones?
c. Mary gave a charity an endowment; which did she give to which?

This follows if insufficiently distinct labels (in this case, two D-features) undergo obligatory
unification, causing them to be only ever interpreted as a single argument. The same appears to be
true for adjuncts, to an extent:

(48) a. Context: a health and safety investigation after a restaurant accident
b. ?? With which spoon and with which assistant was James cooking?
c. With which spoon and with which pot was James cooking?

‘Adverbs’ are a heterogeneous class of elements, both syntactically and semantically (i.e. they are
not a real syntactic category but a non-clade-like collection of categories), and they appear to undergo
the same ‘label-merger’ if their categories are truly identical (unlike when and where for example), as
shown in the contrast in (48) above.19 Under the Conjoin-and-Move analysis, structures like (22a, 22b),
repeated below as (49) are ruled out by the general constraint that successive-cyclic wh-movement cannot
be interrupted by movement to an adjoined position (cf. Sabel (1995, 1996), who however proposes a
slightly more stringent ban on intermediate adjunction).

18 If, however, subj-whs uniformly skip Spec,TP, (see Messick 2020 for an overview of this position) this argument
does not go through.
19 There is a bit more to this, however; in particular, two instrumental adjuncts appear more acceptable if they
more felicitiously involve the same subevent, as in the contrast in i,ii below. This is more than would be expected
simply from the proposition that wh-and-wh configurations yield a single label (and thus a simple chain) when wh1

and wh2 are categorically non-distinct. Plausibly, the two-instrumental cases improve if the singly-labeled &P can
felicitiously refer to a trace bound by the existential closure of a single (sub-)event.

i. ?? With which knife and with which deep-fryer was James cooking?

ii. With which spoon and with which pot was James cooking?
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(49) a. * Wherei and whenj did James ti say (that) Mary vacationed tj ?
b. * Wheni and wherej did James ti say (that) Mary vacationed tj ?

Likewise, the island sensitivity of wh-and-wh configurations (26) is not surprising on this account,
because wh-and-wh constructions are derived by ordinary movement (unlike on multidominant or
asymmetric movement analyses), and contain no ellipsis to ameliorate the island-violation (unlike on
elliptical analyses).

Lastly, in-situ wh&wh (2) is excluded because the syntax tolerates multiply-labeled constituents
only temporarily, but if what and when remains in-situ, it has no way to satisfy its feature list, assuming
LF-movement is too late to do so.

4. Conclusions

If the account sketched above is on the right track, wh-and-wh constructions in English do not
require multidominant structures or asymmetric movement, but merely require the syntax to temporarily
tolerate over-labeled constituents. If multiply-labeled constituents can be tolerated only so long as their
feature-labels are resolved before the interfaces, this accounts for the otherwise somewhat idiosyncratic
constraints on coordination of unlike categories more generally.

Examples like (50) exhibit the contrasts they do not because of idiosyncratic properties of
coordination, but simply because the general feature-licensing mechanisms of the grammar can only
label a [DP & AP] structure when it has a shared Predicational (or equivalent) feature (and concomitantly
lacks case features to license on the DP):

• (50b) is excluded because a predicate cannot move to subject position

• (50c) is excluded because AP cannot be licensed in the complement of a verb like meet

(50) a. Mary is a republican and proud of it.
b. * A republican and proud of it left the party.
c. * I met a republican and proud of it.

This then predicts that when further movement of such a constituent is motivated, such as in
topicalization or focus-movement (as in 51) structures, non-predicative coordinations of unlikes should
improve, as appears to be the case

(51) ? A republican and PROUD of it, I would never want to meet.

Such examples may be more acceptable because they are able to be labeled by sharing a focus-
feature with a C head.20 The constraints on wh-and-wh constructions in non-multiple-wh-fronting
languages like English suggest that the syntax can temporarily tolerate multiply-labeled constituents.
This approach not only accounts naturally for the constraints on such constructions but provides elegant
explanations for some of the constraints on coordination of unlike categories more generally.

Appendix A: Conjoined Wh-Phrases Beyond English

In this appendix we remark schematically on some crosslinguistic observations regard coordinated
wh-elements. In languages that allow wh-and-wh constructions, there is a considerable degree of

20 A more difficult question is why coordination of this kind is not always acceptable when two kinds of
complements can be independently licensed by the same head, as in i,ii below. The interaction of different labeling-
candidate features here is clearly a fruitful area for continuing research.

i. * I made a hole in the wall and my wife cry.

ii. * Apples and yesterday, John ate.
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consistency. The generalization that adjunct-argument order is more acceptable with obligate transitives
than argument-adjunct order appears to hold quite widely in non-multiple wh-fronting languages, as
noted in (Larson, 2012b). (52) illustrates the contrast in German.

(52) a. Wann und was hat Dieter gegessen?
b. * Was und wann hat Dieter gegessen?

In some multiple wh-fronting languages such as Russian, however, even the constraint against
coordination of arguments is relaxed, sometimes dramatically as in (53), from (Kazenin, 2002).

(53) Kto
who

i
and

kogo
whom

udaril?
hit

Who hit whom?

A plausible account of this difference could capitalize exactly on the availability of multiple wh-
fronting in these languages, as noted by Citko & Gračanin-Yuksek (2013): If movement of multiple
wh-phrases is in general possible in a given language, argument wh-phrases can be first merged in their
base positions in the clausal spine, and then moved into a separate workspace to be conjoined, thus
obviating the need to satisfy their syntactic features in any particular order.

More work is needed to determine how well such a proposal could be fleshed out to cover the whole
Slavic pattern, as well as how well Conjoin-and-Move analyses can generalize beyond the better studied
examples of wh-and-wh constructions in Germanic and Slavic.
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